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Let N be a connected nilpotent Lie group and r be a discrete subgroup for 
which M = r\N is compact. Let R be the regular representation of N inLa(M). 
Projections onto primary (irreducible) subspaces of R are given by convolution 
against distributions (the spherical distributions). In this paper we give formulas 
and several characterizations for these distributions. We apply these results in 
a specific case to the study of theta functions. 
I. I~vTR~DUCTI~N 
One of the more interesting areas of study in harmonic analysis on Lie 
groups with large compact subgroups has been the study of spherical functions. 
In our previous paper [12], we showed how to define a concept of spherical 
distribution relative to any Lie group. Our goal in this work is to develop a 
theory of spherical distributions for nilpotent Lie groups as closely analogous 
with the large compact theory as possible. Our references for the large compact 
theory are [6, 191. 
In the large-compact theory the spherical functions are defined as follows 
(see [6]). Let G be a unimodular group and let K be a large compact subgroup 
of G. Let U be an irreducible representation of G in a Banach space B and let 6 
be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of K. Let X8 be the subspace 
of B consisting of all vectors which transform according to 6 under U on K. By 
the large-compact assumption, &$ is finite-dimensional. Let 
where xs is the character of 6. 
rrd is a projection onto X8 . The spherical function of type 6 corresponding to 
U is defined by 
4”(x) = tr 7rsU(&) 7r8 . 
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Now suppose that B is a Hilbert space, U is unitary, and e, ... epl is an ortho- 
normal basis of X8 . Then the above formula can be written 
d”(x) = 2 (U(x-l) ei , e,). 
It is in this form that we generalize the concept. We only treat the 6 = 1 case. 
Specifically, let N be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group. 
Let r be a discrete uniform subgroup (i.e., r\N is compact). Let U be an irre- 
ducible unitary representation of N in a Hilbert space &‘. We would like to 
define a concept of spherical function relative to U and the trivial representation 
of r. Unfortunately ( ?), r-invariant vectors exist only if U is one-dimensional. 
The reason they do not exist is that in the usual realizations of U in L2 spaces, 
the natural candidates for r-invariant functions do not turn out to be square 
integrable. In fact, they are supported in sets of measure zero. This suggests 
that we search for r-invariant vectors among some set of “generalized” vectors. 
(This is essentially the idea which motivated the duality theorem of Gelfand [5].) 
A very natural such set is C”*(U). We recall the definition: 
DEFINITION. Let U be a unitary representation of N. Let C”-(U) be the set 
of vectors ‘L) in 3(U) such that x + U(x) o is a Cm - Z( U)-valued map. We 
put on C’“‘(U) the topology of uniform convergence on compacta of the functions 
x ---f U(x) ZI and their derivatives of arbitrary order. We define P*(U) to be the 
space of continuous conjugate linear functionals on U. We consider S(U) C 
P*(U) by means of the mapping 2/ -+ (v, .). I f  E E P*(U) and v  E P(U), we 
define (a, 6) = Z(u) = (e, u)-. Note that this is consistent with the scalar product 
on CK( U) under the above-defined embedding. 
It turns out that P(U) is a FrCchet space. On Cm, U is continuous. Let 
U” =~ U / Cz and let U”* be the contragrediant representation to Us. The basic 
theorem on existence of r-invariant vectors for .?P* is related to r\N. It is 
known that there is a unique, invariant, regular, probability measure on r\N. 
This allows us to define a representation R of N in L’(rjN). R acts by right 
translation. The basic theorem, which was proven independently by several 
authors (e.g., [ll, 121) is 
THEOREM A. UK* has r-invariant vectors # U occurs as a subrepresentation 
of R. The number of times U occurs is the dimension of the space of r-invariant 
vectors for P*. 
It is worth some time to describe the proof as we shall use it later. The 
existence of r-invariant vectors follows from the fact that Cm(U) C C”(R) = 
P(r\N). A r-invariant vector is the conjugate of point evaluation at re in 
P(U). A basis is obtained by varying the U subspace of R in question. On the 
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other hand, if E is any r-invariant vector and w is any element of Cz( U), the 
function on I’\N defined by 
[w: c] (rx) : (U(x) w, E) 
belongs to C”(R) and v  - [v: 61 can be extended to a mapping of Z’(U) into 
L2 which intertwines U and R. This is how one shows that every r-invariant 
vector gives rise to a subrepresentation of R. 
Now let Xr be the space of r-invariant vectors for UE *. From Shure’s lemma 
v  ---f [v: e] is a scalar multiple of a unitary map. Hence 
([w: c], [w: CT]) = (72, w) C(E, u) 
for some complex constant C(E, u) (see [12]). C(., .) is a scalar product on Zr. 
Let l 1 ,..., E, be an orthonormal basis of Zr in C. (Note that J& is finite- 
dimensional by Theorem A and the known fact that R decomposes with finite 
multiplicity.) 
We would like to define 
c#&c) = c C( Ua*(,-‘) Ei > ‘i) 
in analogy with + above. But C is only meaningful on .& x Pr and z&” is not 
Urn* invariant, so this is not possible. We can avoid this problem as follows. Let 
f~ Ccm(N). Let U(f) = JNf(x) U(x-l) dx. It is known that U(f) maps &’ 
into P(U) continuosly (see [17]). Hence there is a conjugate map U(j)*: 
C”*(U) -+ X* where Z* is the conjugate dual space of Z’. &?* is isomorphic 
with X, so we may take U(f)*: Ca * + X. 
The range of U(j)* is, in fact, contained in C=(U) for it can be shown that 
U(X) U(j)* v  = U(jz)* z, where fz -f(z-l .). The map x --fz is CK from N 
into C,“(N) and f- U(f)* v  can easily be seen to be continuous from Ccm 
into 2. Hence x ---f U(f,J* v  is a C” function of X. Hence U(f)*: Cz* - P. 
Now let f*(x) =f(~‘) and U(f)” = U(f*)*. It is easily seen that U(f)” 
extends U(f) when we consider C5 C Ca*. 
DEFINITION. The spherical distribution &, corresponding to CT is the 
distribution on G’,=(N) defined by &(f) = C (U(j)” ci , ci) where the ci are 
any orthonormal basis of Xr under C. Note that U(f)” ci E Cz( U). 
It is the distributions &,, that are the objects of study in this work. In Section 2 
we relate them to the harmonic analysis of I’\N. We use this relationship to 
characterize the spherical distributions by the differential equations they solve. 
We give an integral equation for the spherical distributions which bears a 
remarkable resemblance to the Harish-Chandra integral formula for spherical 
functions on semisimple Lie groups. We also derive a “mean-value formula” 
for the spherical distributions which allows us to define “values” for the distribu- 
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tions at rational points of the group. We conclude with an example in which we 
show that the Jacobi theta functions arise by analytic extension from such a 
distributions in a specific case. We use this fact to derive some of the more 
important properties of theta functions from group theoretical principles. The 
values of the distributions at rational points involve Gauss sums and we show 
how we can use the spherical function point of view to derive properties of 
Gauss sums also. Our approach to theta functions seems to be unrelated to that 
of Auslander and Tolimierie [3]. 
2. GENERAL RESULTS 
We preserve the notation defined above. Specifically, U is an irreducible 
representation of N for which U w* has nonzero r-invariant vectors. As com- 
mented in Section 1, this implies that U occurs in P(r\N). Let 2 be the 
maximal primary subspace corresponding to U in L”(rJN). Let rru be the 
orthogonal projection onto 8. From [2], rrLi maps C”(r\N) into C”(r\N) 
continuously in the Cro topology. If f~ C”(r\N), let #U(f) = rdf) (re). 
Iffs C,“(N), let 7(f) be the function on r\N defined by 
~(f>vw = Cf(Y4 (Y E 0. 
Since f has compact support this is, for each X, a finite sum. Clearly 
7(f) E C=(I‘\N). We define $&) = #c(~(f)). Our first result ammounts to 
an interpretation of the meaning of “spherical function.” 
PROPOSITION 1. & = &,, . 
Proof. From [17, Theorem 5.11, P(r\N) = P(R). Hence the map 
C: P(R) -+ C defined by E(F) ==F(I’e)- defines an element of P*(R). Hence, 
forfE C,=(N), R(f)- E is meaningful (see Section 1). 
LEMMA. If f s Ccm(W R(f)= E = T(f). 
Proof. If FE C”(R), 
(R(f)%, F) = c(R(f *)F) = R(f *) F(G)- 
= (4fh F). Q.E.D. 
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To prove our theorem, let nLI = C 7ri where the 7~~ are orthogonal projections 
onto irreducible subspaces. Let Aa be the unitary intertwining operators between 
UandR[rri.LetEi=EOAi,EiECa*(U). 
LEMMA. The set (Q> is orthonormal in 8,. 
Proof. If v E Cm(U), [W ci] (x) = (Ap) (TX) so [v: ei] = Ap. But 
C(E~ , ej) (v, U) = (Aiv, Ap) = 0 if i #j and equals (D, V) if i =i. Q.E.D. 
Since the dimension of 2$ is the multiplicity of U in R which is the same as 
the number of ci , we conclude that the ci are an orthonormal basis of sr. 
Then, for f E Ccm(N), 
= ic , B,A,*R(f )“c, 6) 
= (C Ai*R(f)“c, E 0 Ai 1 . 
It can be seen that Ai*R(f)” E = U(f)” (c 0 Ai) = U(f) ci. Hence 
$&r(f) = c (U(f )” Ei 9 %) = C”(f ). Q.E.D. 
This proposition suggests the following definition. 
DEFINITION. Let A: L”(I’\N) -+ L”(I’\N) b e an operator which commutes 
with R. The distribution +A on iV defined by dA(f) = A(T(f)) (re) is called the 
distribution kernel of A. If A is a projection onto an irreducible subspace, we 
call +a a superspherical distribution. 
From the proof of the above proposition it is clear that the superspherical 
distributions are the maps f -+ (U( f )” E, E), where E is a fixed unit vector in .z?$. 
It is also clear that 4” is a finite sum of superspherical functions. 
The superspherical functions admit an integral formula similar to the Harish- 
Chandra integral formula on semi-simple groups. Specifically in [4], Corwin, 
Greenleaf, and Penney showed, using results of [8, 181, that projections onto 
irreducible subspaces of L2(r\N) may be constructed as follows: 
There is a closed, connected subgroup H satisfying: 
(1) ind(H, N, x) is equivalent to U. 
(2) HI’ is closed. 
(3) HnrCkerx. 
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Furthermore, for such H, the formula 
?rF(rx) = c j F(rhyx) g(h) d(r n H/z) 
rn~\r mH\H 
converges for FE C”(P\N) and defines a projection onto an irreducible sub- 
space. If some conjugate Hz = xHx-1 satisfies the same properties as H does 
relative to xz = x(x-l . x), the corresponding projection z-~ is either equal to n 
or orthogonal to rr depending on whether I’xH == I’H or not. 
There is a set x1 ... x, of elements of N such that 
with the rrz, mutually orthogonal. In fact, the xi may be any complete set of 
representatites of the I’xH double cosets for which Hz satisfies (2) and (3) 
above. 
From these facts it follows that the formula 
‘z(f) = rn~~,,~rnH \H 
4fWv) %i@) W’ n H&J 
22 I 
defines, for x as above, a superspherical function and & = C & for an appro- 
priate choice of xi . 
We may simplify this formula somewhat. For simplicity, let x = e. On the 
double coset I’H we define a measure p by setting 
jrHfo 4 = s,,,, (p)) w n Hh) 
forf c C(I’H). Note that forf supported in H this is simply Haar measure. For 
x E I’H, let h(x) be any element of H such that x = $(x) for some choice of 
y E r. h(x) is uniquely defined only up to cosets of r n H. However, x(h(x)) is 
uniquely defined. Obviously 
s Hnr\H T(fw~) (4 w4 = jrH.f(4 xvw 444. 
Now let H(x) = log h(x) and let x(x) = e- i~roaa) where A is a functional on 
the Lie algebra of H. Then our formula for & becomes 
h(f) = J& jTHf(.r/) eiA(H(z)) 40). 
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Since this formula is known to converge for all f~ Corn(N) (see [4]), it follows 
that in the sense of distributions 
This formula is virtually identical with the Harish-Chandra integral formula 
(see [7, 6.161) with I’ playing the role of the maximal compact subgroup and H 
playing the role of the Cartan subalgebra. 
We need some information on the action of the automorphism group of N 
on the space of spherical distributions. These comments are used in proving the 
Jacobi identities for the theta functions. 
Specifically, suppose A is an automorphism of N which maps I’ onto r. Then 
A induces a diffeomorphism A, of r\N onto itself. From the uniqueness of 
invariant measure, it follows that A, is measure preserving. Hence, composition 
with A, defines an isometry TA of L2(r\N) which has the property that 
T,(R(x)) = R(iZ;‘(x)) TA. From this it follows that TA maps primary subspaces 
onto primary subspaces. In fact, if rr is a projection onto a maximal primary 
subspace, then Ti%T,, is also such a projection. Thus, for FE C”(r\N), 
T;%TA(F)(re) = (nT,F)(re) = $o(TAF) 
since A,(re) = I’e. Hence, +o o TA 0 7 = & 0 A is a spherical distribution on N. 
If Ar commutes with r, then 4” 0 A = &, . The simplest way for this to 
occur is for A to leave H and x invariant. Then it may be checked from the 
above formula for r that A commutes with 7. Also A(HJ = HA(=) and 
xc 0 A = xacT) for any x satisfying xrx-l H C ker x. Hence, from the above 
formulas, (6z 0 A = $a(r) . Now & = 4, iff x and y belong to the same r - H 
double coset. Hence if xi ,..., xL is a complete set of representations for the 
I’ - H double cosets for which xirx;r A H C ker x, then & o A = & where 
xj is determined by A(rx,H) = rxiH. Hence A acts as a permutation operator on 
the set {&.,I. We summarize. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose A is an automorphism of N which leaves r invariant. 
Let Hand x be as above and let x1 ,..., xlz be a complete set of representatives of the 
r - H double cosets which satisfy xrx-l n H C ker X. Let +xi be as above. Then 
there is a permutation 77 on the indecies {I,..., k} such that qSzi 0 A = +.TVci, . The 
permutation 7 is defined by A(I’x,H) = rx,,&. 
Next, we consider the relationship between spherical distributions and 
differential equations. Let .,K be the Lie algebra of N and let +2 be the enveloping 
algebra. GY acts on C,=(N) as an algebra of left invariant differential operators. 
Hence %! acts on distributions 7 by the formula 
-wf > = 77(x*f) 
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for f  E C,m(IV). H ere X* is the usual formal adjoint of X. Let 2’ be the center 
of @. 
LEMMA. Every spherical distribution is eigen under 8. 
Proof. Recall that every unitary representation U of IV gives rise to a repre- 
sentation aU of the Lie algebra in C”(U) defined by 
aY( =&I- U(expt X)z. t-o 
This can be extended to a representation of %. The extension is still denoted aU. 
Now suppose that U is irreducible. On 3, au(X) = X,(X) I for some complex 
scalar h,(X), since au(X) commutes with lJ=. By definition the spherical 
function 4” associated with U is a sum of terms of the form +E where E E Sr and 
A(f) = (U(f)” E, 4. I f  x E 3, 
Hence 
x * A(f) = 9w*f) = (au(x) W)” E> 4 
= h@) Cm 
A- (bu = X,(X) c&. . Q.E.D. 
Note that we have even computed the eigenvalue functional A, of & relative 
to U. What we wish to study is the extent to which the property of being an 
eigendistribution for 3 characterizes the spherical distributions. 
Let us observe that &(f(r . yl)) = &(f) since 
for any y, yl E r, E E J&. Th is property is called bi-r-invariance. 
Every bi-r-invariant distribution 4 on N gives rise to an R(r)-invariant 
distribution 4’ on r\N. 4’ is uniquely determined by the equation $‘($f)) = 4(f) 
(see [20, p. 431 or [15, Lemma 11). G iven two bi-r-invariant distributions #J and 
# on N, we define their convolution as follows. If  fe C,=(N), let g E C’(r\N) 
be 
g is well defined due to the right r-invariance of +. From the left r-invariance 
of 4, #’ exists on C”(r\,N). Hence we may define 
It is easily checked that this is once again a bi-r-invariant distribution. We say 
that 4 is central if + * 4 = 4 + 4 for all bi-r-invariant distributions 4. 
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In the maximal-compact case a distribution $ is a constant multiple of a 
spherical function iff it is eigen for an appropriate family of differential operators, 
central, bi-r-invariant and has an appropriate growth rate at 03 (see [6]). In 
our case the growth rate requirement is unnecessary because of the compactness 
of r\N. However, the maximal compact result is still false in our case. To make 
it true one needs to put some restrictions on the eigen functional h, . Specifically, 
DEFIMTIOS. A multiplicative homomorphism X of 3 into C is said to be 
determining iff there is a unique unitary, irreducible representation U of N such 
that au(X) = h(X) I for X E 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let $ be a central, bi-r-invariant distribution on N which is 
eigen for the eigenfunctional X of 9. If A is determining, then 4 is a constant multiple 
of &, where U is the irreducible representation of N corresponding to X. 
Conversely, spherical distributions are central. 
Proof. Let +’ be the distribution on P(r\N) defined by 4 as above. For 
f~ C”(PJG), let [+:f] E C”(r\N) be defined by [$: f] (rx) = 4’(R(.x) f). This 
is well defined due to the R(r) invariance of 4’. We show that [d: f] = rf where 
r is the projection onto the U-primary subspace of L2(I’\N). 
Now let I’ be an irreducible representation of N which occurs in R and let 
uy be the projection onto the V-primary subspace of L2(r\N). If f is in the 
image of crV, %(R(X))f= X,(X) f f or all X E I where AV is the central character 
of I/. Thus 
44X) [$:fl = [+: WX*) f] 
= [X.#cf] 
= 44 Wfl- 
If V + L’:, X, # X so this implies that [+: f] = 0. Since L”(r\N) decomposes 
discretely, f E C”(r\N) implies 
f =Cmf (VE N*). 
In [2], Brezin showed that this sum converges in P(r\N) so, for f e C”(r\N) 
Wfl = c M: nvfl = M: d. 
On the other hand, aR(X) [+:f] = [+: aR(X*) f]. From this it follows that 
TV[$: f] = 0 if V +& U. Hence ,[+: f] = [$: f] = [$: rrf]. Let so be the image 
of v and let A: ZU n Cm(R) + .$& n C”(R) be tthe restriction of the map 
f- [f: 41. A is a Cm self-intertwining operator for R ( so . By the main result 
of [14], A has a continuous extension (call it A) to &$, . The mapping B = A o T 
defines a continuous extension off -+ [+: f] to all of G(r\N) which intertwines 
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R. The centrality of 4 implies that B is in the center of R’s intertwining algebra. 
In fact, if T is any other intertwining operator for R, the mapping 
f  - T(T(f)) (3 
of Ccm(N) into @ defines a bi-r-invariant distribution yr for which [q,‘:f] = Tf 
for f E Cm(r\N). Centrality of $ implies that 
w: h:fll = h: Wfll 
for all f E P(r\N). H ence B commutes with T. Any operator in the center of 
R’s intertwining algebra is a linear combination of primary projections. Since the 
image of B is contained in sL, , it follows that B = CTT for some c E C. But then 
cd~‘(f 1 = B(f) W = Nf 1 Fe> = $‘(f 1. 
This shows that 4’ is a multiple of a spherical distribution. 
The fact that spherical distributions are central is proven similarly to the 
above. Q.E.D. 
Remark. It might be wondered whether there exist spherical distributions 
corresponding to determining h. The answer is provided by the following 
PROPOSITION 4. There are an infinite number of irreducible representations U 
occurring in L2(F\N) for which A, is determining. 
Proof. Let M be the Lie algebra of N annd M* be its dual. Recall that r 
is said to be a lattice subgroup if log l’ is a 2Y submodule of JV. For general r 
there always exist lattice subgroups r, 1 r for which r\r, is finite [lo]. Since 
the natural map L2(rO\N) - U(r\N) is injective, the spectrum of L2(I’\N) is 
contained in that of L’(r\N). This allows us to assume that r is a lattice. Xow it 
is known that the elements of fl are in one-to-one correspondence with orbits 
of JV”* under the co-adjoint action (see [9]). Furthermore, if r is a lattice an 
orbit corresponds to a representation occurring inU(r\N) if it contains elements 
of the dual lattice r* to log r(r* -= (f E .N* 1 f  (log r) C Z}) [lo]. 
Now, for f  E X* let Uf be the element of 8 corresponding to f  and let hf be the 
corresponding character of the center of the enveloping algebra. According to 
[9, Proposition 3, p. 851 and its proof there is a N-invariant, nonzero polynomial 
P,, on JV* with the property that if PO(f) # 0, then h, is determining. Since r* 
is Zariski dense in J* we know that Pa is not identically zero on r* so there at 
least exist determining X, which occur in L2(r\N). To see that there are an 
infinite number let 0, ,..., 0, be any finite set of orbits in JV* which meet r*. 
Then, since orbits are Zariski closed, r* - u Oi is Zariski dense in the compli- 
ment of the Oi . Hence if P,, is zero on r* N u OS, then PO is zero on the com- 
pliment of the Oi . But this implies that PO takes on only a finite number of 
values since P,, is constant on Oi . This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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Next we turn our attention to the mean-value theorem. For this we need the 
concept of matrix-valued spherical distribution. Let U, yt”, be as before. Let 
i: S= + C”*(U) be the injection. C” is reflexive. Hence ifj* denotes the adjoint 
of j reletive to the Hilbert structure on SF , i*: CX( U) + ~4$ . Let riTy = i*. In 
terms of the orthonormal basis or ,..., E, , nr(~) = C (v, ci) ci . We set GU(f) = 
nrU(.f)= 1 s$. Dv is refered to as the matrix-valued spherical distribution (see 
[19] for the analogous concept in the large-compact case). Then 4” =: tr di, . 
There are certain values of x for which @t,(x) and &(x) have natural defini- 
tions. An x E N is said to be rational if X” E r for some integer ti. This is the 
same as saying that x is in the rational form of N defined by r. It is known that 
the rational elements form a dense subgroup of N and if x is rational and 
r, = x-l& n r, then I’, has finite index in I’ [l]. It follows that there is a 
natural “projection” (which we call ~~,o) f  0 rational translates of elements of 
XT into s$. It is defined by 
Trr, pqx-l)v = [r, : r]-lC U(yx-‘)u (Y E r/rcJ. 
Note that the summand is constant on r, cosets. Let Grr,Jx) = ~~,~U(x-l) T& 
and 4U,o = tr @u,, . The analogy between & and +u,o is apparent. Note that 
if S$ is one-dimensional (the so-called height one case) then &, and @” can be 
identified with each other as can +U,o and GU,o . Observe also that at, is bi-r- 
invariant, and hence, as before, Qp, defines a R(r)-invariant matrix valued 
distribution QU’ on r\N. 
Before stating the mean-value theorem we need the mean-value operators. 
For ~EL~(~\N) and x rational define 
w4fm = [r, : rl-1 Cfuw) cy E cm 
LEMMA. M(x) is bounded on L’(r\N). 
Proof. From uniqueness of univariant measure, 
j- 
l-\N 
M(x) fd(r\N) = j. f dr\lL’. 
J-\N 
From the finite Holder’s inequality 
Hence 
I MWf I2 < [r,: ri MC4 If /*- 
II Mwf tb G c: w/2 iif i2. Q.E.D. 
Now, if 4 is a distribution on P(r\N) (either scalar or matrix-valued) we 
define M(x) 4(f) = +(M(x-l) f ). Our result is 
THEOREM 5. M(x) CD”’ = @LI’@v,o(x). 
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Proof. Let yi ,..., yr be a set of representatives of the left r,-l cosets in r. 
Let fE C,=(N) and set g(y) = [r,: F-i xf(~~~y). Then 
Thus 
Now 
Hence 
@“(A = n-we = dwP ~r.ow4 
= @uY4f)> @u,oW 
This proves the formula. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If U occurs with multiplicity one, M(x) 4”’ = +a’+o,a(x). 
Remark. It can be shown (see [16]) that the $U,o are restrictions of spherical 
functions on the restricted adel group of N to No . (The restricted adel group is 
G,\G,). It can also be shown that Du = pqy i f f  +Li,o = +y,o . It is an interesting 
problem to describe & in terms of +u,o . Also, one might ask whether $U,o is a 
limit of &(fn) for some sequence of fn . 
Before closing this section, we prove a lemma which will be used in the next 
section. It is the analog of the mean-value theorem for the @U,o . 
LEMMA 6. 
@u.dY) @u,oW = v-z : V’C @u,&YY) b E w) 
Proof. Straight forward from the definition. Q.E.D. 
3. THETA FUNCTIONS 
Our goal in this section is to obtain the Jacobi theta functions as spherical 
distributions on an appropriate nilmanifold and to prove some basic identities. 
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Obtaining the theta functions is not difficult. Let A be the matrix 
t 0 0 1 0 11 
Then, for t E R, 
i 
0 t t(t-I)/2 
(I+A)t=I+ 0 0 t . 
00 0 I 
t -+ (I + A)t defines an action of R on R3 by a one-parameter group of linear 
endomorphisms. Let N = R x sR3 be the semidirect product defined by 
means of this action. Let r = b x Js in N. r is a uniform subgroup. Let 
H = 0 x R3. Let h E Rs be the point h = (2, 1,O). We also denote by A the 
linear functional x + x . h on R3 where . denotes the usual scalar product. The 
equation ~((0, x)) = exp 274(x) d e fi nes a character x of H. It can be shown 
from the results of [18] that the pair (x, H) meets the requirements of Propo- 
sition 2. Let U = ind(H, N, x). From the comments following Proposition I, 
the formula 
(**) 
converges forf G C”(r\N) and defines a projection onto an invariant, U-subspace 
of G(r\N). This, in fact, is the projection onto the maximal primary subspace 
corresponding to U for it can be seen that U occurs with multiplicity one in R. 
In fact, H is normal and an easy calculation shows that xz = x(x-l, X) 
is trivial on I’n H iff x E FH. Hence there is only one double coset 
satisfying r n H, C ker x0 . The spherical distribution is then given by 
du’(f> = CIW\I- &nHiHf(%) x(h) W n H4. We may replace b by y-lb 
and use the uniqueness of invariant measure on r n H\H and the normality 
of H to make y-‘hy be a new variable (again called h). Hence 
We may write this as an integration off against the distribution defined by 
4”’ = Ci-nu\r%J * In terms of our parameters, a complete set of representatives 
of r n H\r are the elements {(n, 0) 1 n EZ} ftn,s) = exp 27r& where A, = 
((I + A)“)’ h (’ = transpose). H ence, letting the general element of H be 
(Xl Y x2 , 3 - x)-x , we see that as a distribution 
40 = exp 2rrih . x $J exp 27rd(2nx, + n*x,). 
-92 
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Formally, this (exp 2riX . x) 8,(277x, 1 2x,) where 0s is the third Jacobi theta 
function (see [21]). However, since the theta functions are only defined for the 
second argument having nonzero imaginary part, this equality is only formal. 
We may still use (bv’ to study properties of the theta functions if we are willing 
to do an analytic extension. Specifically, corresponding to any connected, simply 
connected nilpotent Lie group N, there is a complex Lie group N, 3 N. In our 
case N, = @ x s@3 where the action of @ on C3 is the obvious. For x E N let 
R(x) & be defined by R(x) &‘(f) = &‘(R(x-l)f). 
LEMMA 7. The function x --+ R(x) &,’ is analytically extendible along 
(0, (0, 0, x3)) c NC 7 Im z, > 0 in the sense that for all f E P(r\N), 
x + R(x) &‘(f) is extendible to a function which is complex analytic along 
(0, (0, 0, x3)), Im x3 > 0 and continuous on Im a3 > 0. If  we let R(z) +o’ be the 
functional de$ned by analytic extension from R(x) &,‘(f) for each f  s P(r\N), 
and z = (0, (0, 0, z3)) then R(z) #o’ is given by integration against the function 
exp 27rih * (x + x) 8,(2nx, 1 2(x, + za)) over I’ n H\,H = T3. 
Proof. Let f  E Cm(I’\H). The function g on r n H\H defined by 
g(r n Hh) = f  (L’h) is in Cm(r n H\H) = C”“(T3). The Abelian Fourier trans- 
form 6 of g satisfies j(n) < C/(1 + i n 1”) since g is C”. Let 
VW = j-, exp 2~r~X(x + z) 0,(2?rx, 1 2(x, -t z3)) g(x) dx, 
where we identify functions with integer period on R3 with the corresponding 
entity on T3. From the series expansion of Ba this becomes 
$(z) = exp 2n7rix * z 1 j(h + (0, 2n, n”)) exp 2rr,n2z3 
--D 
I &A + (0,2n, n”)) exp 2n,n2z3 1 < C’/l n j2 + 1. 
Hence the summation converges uniformly for Im z., > 0. This proves our 
claim. QED. 
Now we wish to apply our methods to study theta functions. First, we compute 
the values of +o at the rational points of H (i.e., #Li,o). Note that since U occurs 
with multiplicity one, Qi,= &, and @ U,o= $o,o . We use the mean-value theo- 
rem to compute the values. Our computation is based only on the fact that H is 
normal and abelian and not on the special properties of N. In fact, we do not 
even need H to be Abelian since [H, H] is normal and in the kernel of x and, 
thus, can be assumed trivial by forming a quotient. In any event, let x E H be 
rational and, let yr ,..., yk be a complete set of coset representatives for rJJ,r. 
Let xi = yilxyi . Let gi be the functions on r n H\N defined by g,(r r\ Hh) = 
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f(rxyih) = f(rqh). Th is is meaningful since xi commutes with I’n H. Then 
Cgi(r n Hh) = [T,: I’] M(x)f(l%). Hence 
Since I’r\ H\H is Abelian, and the invariant measure is two-sided invariant, 
the integral may be written as 
Now observe that x,(x) depends, as a function of y, only on the coset of y  in 
r,\r for if y. E r, then xvov(x) = x~(Yx&~) = x.J[Y;~, 4) x,(x> = x,(x> since 
[y;l, x] E r. Hence xi X,(X,) = xi X,,:(X) = Is,,-X,‘(X) for any fixed y  E r. 
Thus 
+LIIWWf) = fr, : rj-1 C ~,+4#4(f). 
r,\r 
Our final conclusion is, then 
THEOREM 8. If in (**) H is normal and U occurs with multiplicity one in 
P(r\N), then fey x E H, du,J~) = [r,: r]-l ~,,~rf,r(.~). 
Note that in this we can replace r, by any subgroup contained in r, which 
has finite index in r, . 
In our specific case this formula says 
N-l 
+u,(z(~) = N-l exp 2niX * x C exp 27rj(2nx, + n*sa) 
V&=0 
where x1 , xp , a x are rational and N is, e.g., a common denominator for x1, .x2 , 
and x3 . This function is a well-known number theoretic analog of the theta 
function. It is closely related to Gauss sums. In fact, if sr = x2 = 0, then the 
function is a Gauss sum. 
It is interesting, we think, that one can compute the modulus of the Gauss 
sum using the spherical function identities which have been derived. The details 
are somewhat uninteresting so we content ourselves with a general description 
of the technique. 
It is a simple observation that for any spherical distribution &, , we have 
+u,o(x-l) = c#~,~(x)-. Hence 
580/27/2-z 
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I f  U occurs with multiplicity 1, &,,,o = au,, , so from Lemma 6, 
I +u,dxY = [TX : r1-l c b,oW-‘1 (Y E ram 
= CT, : w1 1 4u,o(Y-1xY+) 
= [TX : r1-l c ~u,o(W1, 4). 
In our specific case, if x E H, 
[y-l, xl E [N HI = W, (xl, ~2 , 0)) I ~‘1 , x2 E W. 
On this set CUP0 is given by a geometric series which may be summed easily. 
It is zero for most values of [y-i, x]. The series in y  may then be summed in 
closed form to yield the modulus of 4u.o . Since the final formulas are all well 
known, we omit giving them. Note that the above computation says that if we 
know +U,o on [N, N], we can compute 1 $U,a / on N for any general hr. 
We now prove the fundamental Jacobi identity [21, 21.221. First, let us 
recall the definition of the other theta functions 
#gl(x ly) = --i f (- 1)‘” ein(n+:)2uei(2n-1h! 
~ 7. 
e,(x 1 y> = f  (- 1)~” &nn2y@~ 
--co 
(Imy > 0). 
Now for r = 1,2, 3, or 4, let [r] denote the function on If@ x C+ given by 
[yl (XT Y> = &(x1 1 Y> w2 I Y) 44% I Y) &(x4 I Y) 
(C+ denotes Im 2 > 0). Let M: lR 4 + R* be the linear transformation given by 
the matrix 
Define [r]’ by [Y]’ = [Y] 0 M x I, w h ere I is the identity map on R. The rela- 
tions we are interested in state, for example, 
2[3] = -[l]’ + [2]’ + [3]’ + [4]‘. 
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From this relation and certain other similar relations one can derive most of 
the known addition formulas for the Jacobi functions (see [21]). Our derivation 
is based on remarks at the end of the last section. First, we need a group for 
which the functions [Y] occur naturally as spherical distributions. Such a group is 
where 
G = lR4 x ,q(R x R4 x R) 
(.? 0)-l (0, (y, z, 4) (-7 0) = (0, (y $ x . .z + (x (2 - 1)/2) w, z + wx, w)) 
and where 1 = (1, 1, 1, 1). (Note that the group we considered at the beginning 
of this section is the analogous group with Iw in place of [w” everywhere.) 
Let A C Z4 C R4 be the set of 4-tuples (n, , na , n3 , n4) for which 
Let r C G be A x Z x A x Z. It is easily verified that r is a lattice subgroup 
of G. 
The reason for our use of this subgroup rather than the more natural PO 
is due to the following: 
LEMMA. The map A = M x I x M x I (M and I as above) is an idempotent 
automorphism of G which leaves r invariant. 
Proof. Note that M is its own transpose and inverse and that 1 is an eigen- 
vector of eigenvalue one. Hence M is an isometry and 
(Ix M xI)(y+x.z+ (x (x - 1)/2) w, z + wx, w) 
= (y + Mx . Mz, (Mx . (Mx - 1)/2) w, Mz + wMx, w). 
That A is an automorphism follows from this. Note that (-l)nlf-np+*s+nr = 
(-1)“” = (-1)M”.1 since Ml = 1. Hence M leaves D invariant and A leaves I’ 
invariant. That A is idempotent is obvious. Q.E.D. 
Now let x be the character of H = 88 x R4 x R given by 
It is clear from [I 81 that x induces a representation U of G which occurs in 
L2(I’\G). By a straightforward but tedious computation it follows from results 
of [18] that Ux occurs with multiplicity 4 in L2(r\G) and that subspaces of 
L*(I’\G) constructed as in (**) from the characters x(+,,~) , i = 1, 2, 3, or 4 form 
an orthogonal decomposition of the primary part corresponding to U where 
xr = (0, 0, 0, 0), xs = (1, 0, 0, 0), x, = +(I) and x, = 4 1 + x2 . Let & be the 
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superspherical distribution corresponding to x(si,O) . Then, as distributions, 
$1 = c Xn and 6 -7 C XA+~, 
WSA TEA 
Since A is the kernel of a homomorphism of Z’, into Z/2, A has index 2 in Z-L 
and d + x2 is the compliment of A in Z”. Hence 
Formally, this equals x [3]. It follows similarly using -l~l~~n~~+r~:l~ ‘11 = 1 if 
n E A that & - dz - x [4]. Since 6, = CaEA xn+il we see easily that ~$a + & = 
x . [2] and+, - $J, =: x [l]. Th ese equations are, of course, only formal, but an 
analytic continuation argument as before can be used to make them valid. 
Now A(x,) = ((- i, 4, 4, $), 0) which IS congruent to x4 mod r. Hence 
& 0 A :-= 4, from Proposition 2. Similarly, +I n A =~- 4, and & o A = & Thus 
The Jacobi identities follow trivially from these and the analytic extension. 
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